


 

Facebook’s VDARE Takedown 
Coordinated Inauthentic Behavior Boosted VDARE and Unz Review 

 
Introduction 
On April 30, Facebook took down a network of pages, groups, and accounts, based in the United 
States, that used coordinated inauthentic behavior to amplify websites and promote books that 
advanced racial stereotypes, attacked people of color, and promulgated narratives of white 
victimhood at the hands of Black Americans.   
 
The network primarily steered users toward two websites that the Southern Poverty Law Center 
has described respectively as a “white nationalist hub” and having “published work by antisemitic 
writers and other assorted extremists.” It appears to have been partially driven and managed by a 
range of fake accounts, some of which made only the flimsiest attempt to claim a persona.  
 
As it announced the takedown on May 5, Facebook said, “The people behind this network used 
fake accounts to create fictitious personas, post in Groups, manage Pages, drive traffic to 
off-platform sites, and evade enforcement. (...) Although the people behind this operation 
attempted to conceal their coordination, our investigation linked this network to VDARE, a website 
known for posting anti-immigration content, and to individuals associated with a similar website 
The Unz Review. “  
 
Before the takedown, Facebook shared the names of the assets with Graphika for an independent 
assessment.  
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https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2018/06/04/letter-amazon-alliance-defending-freedom-cited-white-nationalist-writer-who-once-promoted
https://about.fb.com/news/2020/05/april-cib-report/


 

Background 
According to the Southern Poverty Law Center, VDARE, established by the Center for American 
Unity in 1999, is an outlet for “intellectually inclined” voices within the anti-immigrant movement to 
promote their views. In the past, the website has published articles written by authors from 
across the far right, including known white nationalists, race scientists, and anti-Semites. Within 
the last decade, a number of prominent far-right figures have been given platforms on VDARE, 
including Richard Spencer, Jared Taylor, and Kevin McDonald. The website also featured pieces 
from conservative figures with more mainstream appeal, such as Michelle Malkin. 
 
The Unz Review is an “online journal of opinion” founded and run by Ron Unz, a businessman and 
former publisher of The American Conservative, whom the Anti-Defamation League has accused 
of promoting anti-Semitic conspiracy theories. According to the ADL and conservative magazine 
The Spectator, Unz has a history of writing pieces on controversial subjects on topics like 
immigration, race, and Holocaust, a tradition his eponymous website continues to uphold. Like 
VDARE, the Unz Review serves as a platform for far-right viewpoints; however, the website also 
provides space for pieces from across the ideological spectrum. The Unz Review hosts the 
formerly independent blog Stuff Black People Don’t Like (SBPDL); according to the watchdog 
group Right Wing Watch, the blog, penned by “Paul Kersey” - whose books the network also 
promoted in a coordinated fashion - publishes inflammatory content promoting a return to 
segregation in the United States.  
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https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/group/vdare
https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/group/vdare
https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/individual/richard-bertrand-spencer-0
https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/individual/jared-taylor
https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/individual/kevin-macdonald
https://spectator.us/ron-unz/
https://www.adl.org/blog/california-entrepreneur-ron-unz-launches-a-series-of-rhetorical-attacks-on-jews
https://www.rightwingwatch.org/post/hiding-in-plain-sight-the-white-nationalist-who-toiled-inside-a-right-wing-media-powerhouse/


 

Amplifying Websites  
Throughout the takedown set, the pages almost exclusively shared content from just three 
websites: vdare[.]com, unz[.]com, and stuffblackpeopledontlike[.]blogspot[.]com (which now 
resolves to unz[.]com). Most of the pages made no explicit mention of any affiliation to either 
website, but the sharing was so consistent and so predominantly from just these three sites that 
it resembled an attempt at systematic amplification.  
 

 
Sequential posts by Bell Curve City, all sharing articles from unz[.]com.  
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Sequential posts by Western News Today of vdare[.]com and unz[.]com.  
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Sequential posts by The War on the Blue of vdare[.]com and unz[.]com.  
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Near sequential posts by Escape from Detroit: The Collapse of America’s Black Metropolis of 

stuffblackpeopledontlike[.]blogspot[.]com 
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Coordinated Posting  
This network operated in a coordinated fashion; Graphika identified numerous examples of the 
same content being repeatedly shared across pages in the same order and, in many cases, within 
a timeframe of 1-5 minutes.  When articles, stories, and other content were shared by assets in 
the network they were frequently accompanied by identical, or nearly identical, language.  
 

 
Shares of the same article on vdare[.]com by Western News Today, Defend Your Ground, White Girl Bleed A 

Lot, and SBPDL between 09:58 and 10:00 on April 27, 2020.  
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The same article from unz[.]com shared by The War on the Blue, Defending Liberty, Stop Islamization of USA, 
and Escape from Detroit: The Collapse of America’s Black Metropolis between 09:43 and 10:03 on  April 12, 

2020.  
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The same posts in the same order and almost the same minute from Defend Your Ground (left) and 

Defending Liberty (right). Both shares were of unz[.]com. We have obscured comments from users who were 
apparently unrelated to the network.  
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Account Behavior  
Coordinated posting is not itself a violation of Facebook’s terms of service: the critical term is 
coordinated inauthentic behavior. A number of the accounts that Facebook identified as 
belonging to this network resembled inauthentic accounts that have been observed in other, 
larger scale influence operations, in that they showed no information or posting history, although 
one of them had a following of 158 users nonetheless. There may be a range of reasons for this 
activity, but in other known information operations it has been a characteristic of inauthentic 
accounts, set up with a minimum of corroborating detail and used to manage groups elsewhere 
online.   
 

 
The profiles of James Harrison and Steve Smith, faceless and postless, but with 158 followers, in the case of 

“Steve.”  
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The profile of Barry Stephens,”whose face was a football. Note the lack of any posts, friends, comments, or 
personal information other than a claimed location in Virginia.  

 
The network was taken down for coordinated inauthentic behavior, but individual users appear to 
have been found in violation of other terms of services both on Facebook and on Twitter at 
different times, as the following screenshots highlight.   
 

 
Post by White Girl Bleed a Lot, celebrating release from “Facebook jail … for who knows how long,” suggesting 

that this was not the first time the account had been temporarily suspended.. 
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Post by White Girl Bleed a Lot, indicating that the associated Twitter account had been locked for violating 

Twitter’s rules.  
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Network Effect  
Further evidence ties the website unz[.]com to the network of Facebook pages. One of the pages 
promoted a book that blamed people of color for social and economic problems in Detroit; it 
listed the book’s publisher as SBPDL. That was the name of another page in the set. One early 
post from that account pointed to the blogspot account called “stuff black people don’t like,” or 
SBPDL. When clicked, the blogspot links resolved to unz[.]com.  
 

 
Top left, the Escape from Detroit page, showing its publisher as SBPDL. Top right, the Facebook page for 
SBPDL, also part of the takedown set. Bottom left, the White Lives Matter page, sharing an SBPDL post in 
2017 that linked to StuffBlackPeopleDontLike.blogspot[.]com. Bottom right, the site to which that link now 

resolves: the Unz Review, unz[.]com. Many of these articles were penned by the same author. 
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Many of the pages propagating content from UNZ and Stuffblackpeopledontlike also engaged in 
coordinated promotion of books written by authors published on both VDARE and UNZ: many of 
these were cross promotions, often shared from the SBPDL Facebook page, and almost always 
linking back to Amazon. In some cases, the pages shared posts containing identical language 
that promoted the books within a minute or two of each other. 
 

 
Chorus of promotion: three of the accounts in the network boosting books that blamed people of color. 

 

 
The network frequently promoted Amazon.com links to books written by the  same author; sometimes on the 

same day. Many of the pages were named after the titles of books written by said author. 
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Presence of Associated Twitter Assets in 
Graphika Maps 
A small number of Twitter accounts are associated with the organizations at the center of this 
takedown. These include the titular accounts of the websites in question, @vdare (44,376 
followers as of May 1, 2020) and @UnzReview (5,667 followers as of the same date). The 
following figures vary by nearly an order of magnitude, but both Twitter accounts have a degree 
of influence within online communities that Graphika has previously mapped.  
 
Studying where accounts are mentioned in Graphika’s maps can illustrate what kind of users 
most often engage with them and what other topics those users engage with. They do not 
necessarily indicate a direct organizational relationship between the accounts that are mentioned 
and the accounts that mention them.  
 
For example, @UnzReview was followed or mentioned by accounts that feature in 19 Graphika 
network maps. Five of these were maps of accounts that have been attributed to state-sponsored 
information operations. A further six of these maps were used to investigate suspected 
state-sponsored campaigns or assets that regularly advance the Kremlin’s policies and 
viewpoints. This indicates that at least part of the Unz Review’s Twitter audience likely has 
significant overlap with those users who produce and engage with state-backed influence 
operations.  
 
One anecdotal indicator of that overlapping interest was a post that featured in another of the 
Facebook takedowns announced on May 5: the takedown of a large number of assets tied to 
Iran’s state broadcaster, IRIB. In one of these posts, a Facebook page attributed to a covert IRIB 
network amplified an article on the pro-Kremlin blog The Vineyard of the Saker, which said that 
the Unz Review would be featuring the claim that the United States knew about the Covid-19 
outbreak before the Chinese government had detected it. This indicates a shared interest in a 
certain narrative that passed between different and distinct groups; it should not be taken as 
indicating any organizational connection between them.   
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Post by Balkan Anti-Imperialist Movement, a Facebook page taken down as part of a network attributed to 

IRIB, promoting a post by the Saker, which emphasized that the Unz Review would be carrying its story.  
 
Although VDARE’s Twitter following was lower, the account was followed or mentioned by 
accounts in far more Graphika network maps, 206 in total. The majority of these maps center 
around events that particularly concern the US political right wing, for example the gun lobby rally 
in Richmond, VA on January 20, or on grassroots extremist and hate-based communities that 
operate within the US.  
 
For example, one of the network maps that featured a particularly high rate of accounts that 
followed @vdare mapped out communities involved in the deadly Unite the Right rally in 2017. 
This indicates that VDARE’s content is influential within right-wing extremist communities in the 
US that have demonstrated the potential to mobilize offline in the past. The followers broke down 
into a range of subgroups with different main preoccupations - for example white identity politics 
or Confederate identity -  but they were broadly united by a dedication to white supremacist ideals 
and resistance to migrants and people of color.  
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